SAFETY PIN BRACELET
Rhoda Freedman
Southern New Jersey Branch

MATERIALS NEEDED:  2 pieces of elastic cord, 10" each
70 - 80 safety pins (#1 size, 1¼ inches)
2 strands (12" each) of small glass beads; two different colors; Be sure the beads
will fit on the safety pins. Any kind of beads may be used, including those you make
yourself.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1, Knot one end of each strand of elastic cord.

2. Take 38 pins and fill each with pins of color #1. Take 38 pins and fill with 10 beads: 4 of color #2, Close
the pins.

3 Take 2 of the pins with color # 2 beads and thread one elastic cord through the top of one and the bottom
of the other. One will be upside down. Make sure that both pins have the beads facing in the same
direction.

4. Next, thread two pins with only one color beads. Again, one will be upside down.

5. Continue until all pins have been threaded. Then thread the other side of each pin with the second elastic
cord.

6, Pull the cords snugly; knot; glue the knot; cut the ends.

Once this technique is mastered, you may use smaller or larger safety pins, all sorts of beads, strips of
leather or fabrics, etc. Your imagination is the limit.